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STEFAN DZIABALA

The Higher School of Social Science

SOME GENERALIZATIONS OF RESEARCH FINDINGS ON

AUTHORITY IN POLANDS RURAL AREAS

Authority is a constant element of social life. It is
manifested in all vypes a societies and. communities of a
class character or classless, in large and small structures,
in societies of different world views and varied cultures.
But tne authority phenomenon is ;most intrinsic i:o small com
munities which are socially and cUlturally mo) uniform than
a large collectivity (the big city, for instance). There it
as a rule fulfills the function of a factor consolidating so
cial ties and integrating the group internally.

The concept "authority" is not used. uniform.ly in scien
tific terminology or in everyday life. It most often has a
double meaning: a)as designating social esteem based on giv
en values represented by a group, institution or individual
(for instance, in the field of kaiowledge,prefessional skill,
character, efficiency, u.ndertaking decisions in accord with
the feeling of social justice, etc.); and b) individuals en
joying high social prestige and are considered authorities
in their groups. In the latter meaning, the group of people
most esteemed in the village which occupy the centre of pub
lic recognition constitute the "rural authority".

Authority in the rural community has Undergone histori
cal change. It is correlated with the type of socioeconomic
formation and the social,economic and cultural relations ob
taining in the countryaide. As examples may be cited, the
types of authority corresponding to the social and econimic
relations a the feudal or capitalist village au d. the vil
lage undergoing the process of socialist transformation.
Scientific and social considerations dictate serious examina
tion of the nature of the evolution of values which are the
basis of public esteem in the rural areas as well as sociolo
gical research on the representatives of those values (the
rural authority). An analysis is furthermore called for or
the spheres of social life in the countryside where authority
is most deeply expressed. All this is indispensable to any
attempt to influence the direction of evolution of authority.
and to mould it in a way consonant with the ideological, po
litical. and moral principles of socialism.
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Review of the more important research on
rural authority

The question of social authority in Poland's rural areas
is partly reflected in sociological and ethnographic litera-
ture of the inter-war period. Former rural authority is
treated as an essential component of traditional rural cul-
ture /1/ which designates the direction of its evolution.
Treatment of this question continued after World War II,a-
mong others,by Kasimierz Dobrowolski and his pupils in their
studies on the transformation of the traditional peasant fam-
ily and folk culture /2/, by Edward Ciupka on the changes in
the traditional rural parish /3/, the monographic case study
of Dyzma Galaj on Bochen village in Lowic County /4/ and the
dissertations of Jadwiga Marek on leadership in the farmer's
vocation /5/.Her research, supplemented by periodic investi-
gations of the Institute of. Agricultural Economy,embraced 80
villages. It included an opinion. poll of rural inhabitants
regarding whom they considered leading farmers and objective
verification of the traits of farms regarded as leading ones.
Although based on differimg research principles (single vil-
lage case studies, historical research on e regional scale
and of representative national sample),thes researches have
many points in common. ".6esides providing detailed descrip-
tions of investigated villages, they enable the formulation
of the general hypothesis that public recognition is the
chief indicator of leadership in the farmer's vocation.

The research conducted in 1961 by the Sociology Workshop
at the Higher School of Social Science under the Central Com-
mittee of.the Polish United Workers Party had somewhat dif-
ferent aims. The research embraced 20 villages, especially
tnose constantly polled by the Institute of Agricultural E-
conomy. It pertained to the relation between rural authori-
ties and the memne7s of ru-..al organizations of the Polish
United Workers Party /6/.The question of rural authority was
also investigated by Daniel karkowski in a village of Cracow
province. He analyzed the differentiation in the conception
.of prestige in the rural inhabitants' system of values and
in the pattern of "a decent person" in their awareness /7/.
In 1969 the Workshop on the Investigation of Industrialized
Regions at the Polish Academy of Sciences made a study of
authority in the agricultural profession and of the public
authority in 15 villages of Plonk region. More deep-going
monographic research on the question *as conducted in 1960-64
in the Rogozino hamlet villages of Plock county /8/.

Authority is an integral ymnponent of the rural social
system. It is correlated with other elements of that system
such as: the peasant family, the farm and the category of
the agricultural occupation. However, authority manifests
itself most completely on the scale of the rural community
as a whole, for only then can it appear as a phenomenon of a
vide ramge of social acceptance.

The range of its acceptance and the factors cor Atut-
ing criteria of authority in the rural areas (or at least of
identification with its top circles) are differentiated. For
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there are circles in the countryside who appear solely in the
category of esteem in the public consciousness. As a rule,
they don't hold official positions nor do they exert any es-
sential influence on rural institutions and organizations.
They are respected for their personal traits of Character,
for being good farmers or for their relations with their
neighbours. If esteemed individuals be divided into three
groups: those enjoying most, medium and small support, then
it is the middle group which appears solely in the category
of personal respect. There are also circles which appear si-
multaneously in the esteem and influence categories /9/.Both
categories react on each other. Those combining both catego-
ries (farmers and representatives of non-agricultural occupa-
tions)are more lasting authorities with a wider range of so-
cial acceptance and greater possibilities of influencing the
activity of rural institutions and organizations in which
they most often fulfill ;v.:lie functions. There are also
circles which function with true public spirit exclusively
in the influence category. The Rogozino research indicates
that these are primarily functionaries in local institutions.
Those of that category are relatively the most educated in
the village. Most of them are members of the Polish United
Workers Party or the United Peoples Party and the vast major-
ity fulfill some function, and May without doubt be regared
as local government representatives.

A historical examination of the changes in the category
of rural authority, and especially modern empirical research
prove that the division into external authority over the vil-
lage and its own internal authority no longer corresponds to
the realities of the contemporary Polish village. Dominant
now is the internal type of authority the representatives of
which are most frequently leading peasant-farmers. The for-
mer external autority, represented by the teacher,priest and
intellectual, among others, no longer fulfill their previous
functions. Their present day prototypes are accepted by the
village inhabitants only to the extent that they participate
in public life as part of them, to the extent that they par-
ticipate in the local institutions and organizations as equal
partners of thz peasant authorities.

The division into personal (inthe traditional sense)
and institutional authority, i.e., the authorities of public
institutions and organizations which influence rural life,
is also losing its significance. For the individuals consti-
tuting the authorities today are most often involved in the
activity of the system of rural local institutions and orga-
nizations, even if they carry no official public function.
The growing institutionalization of rural life is a charac-
teristic feature of rural development.People held in pUblic
esteem who desire to lead the commundty of which they are
members must actively engage in the activ:.ty of the rural
institutions and organizations. Their social status is to a
great degree determined by their role in them.

Research further indicates that the range of problems
rural authority is involved in is not wide. These are: ques-
tions of agricultural production, the work of various insti-



tutions and organizations and, in that connection, contact
with outside institutions and organizations, organization of
the collective initiative of the village for the satisfaction
or some economic, social or cultural needs, youth upbringing
and education.In Rogozino this last was the subject of cons-
tant concern by the authorities as is reflected in numerous
statements by respondent inhabitants. Rural social customs
and religion are beyond the competence of the authority.

2mpirical research data suggest a certain regularity in
the degree of public acceptance of rural authority, as ex-
pressed in the number of votes of support in the poll. It is
possible to distinguish according to that criterion a number
of individuals recognized as "private authority" and a smal-
ler group accepted by a large number of rural inhabitants.
It is only the latter who actually count in rural public o-
pinion. They function as the authority on a village scale in
all matters of ties with the supralocal world.

The Rogozino research provides interesting information
on the social changes in the content of recognized authority
in the rural community. It confirms the anticipated direc-
tions or development of future village authority and the dis-
lodgement of the traditional content of rural life (of cus-
toms and religion and those associated with landed property)
by modern rational values. This is expressed in the economic
sphere as in benaviour and attitude. The supplanting of tra-
ditional by rational values - as a constant process- despite
certain cnecks, is marked by dialectical contradictions. The
problem oI surmounting these contradictions in a rational di-
rection has been tistorically resolved by Poland. That solu-
tion is determined by tne needs of (=temporary industrial
civilization, the prevailing secial and political system and
the co-acting factors or internal rural forces.

There is a group among the values signifying authority
in the rural areas which is composed of the elements of a
personality pattern worthy of emulation. These are the po-
sitive character traits: honesty, reliability, solidity, in-
dustriousness, thrift, modesty, friendliness and correct fam-
ily life /10/, which are relatively universal. They basically
appear in all social formations,although their content is sub-
ject to certain changes in different socio-cultural environ-
ments. Research conducted in the large city community with
institutions of a formal structure which fulfill other pub-
lic functions than in the rural areas also shows that the
values of character are the chief determinants of esteem and
confidence. Authority in various social milieus, iirst of
all in tne village, is he,ice to a considerable degree deter-
mined by universal ahd ceuturies old standards of social
life. The vitality and driving force of these standards are
sustained in the rural areas by the peculiarity of their his-
torical davelopment and the sociological features of the ru-
ral community. They are moreaver ever more frequently sup-
plemented by Changes in their historical content.it is char-
acteristic that piety or other religious values were not mem-
tioned once in Rogozino as criteria of esteem. Mentioned were
decidedly lay values.
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Professional and civic values also loom large in deter-
mining authority. There is every indication that a pattern
of authority by specialists is taking shape in the rural
areas. An indispensable condition for this process are the
following demographic, social aad personal traits the spe-
cialist should display: education, krowledge, long profes-
sional practice, active participation in rural institutions
and organizations as well as ability and intelligence. The
growing importance of the professional, civic and persona,
lity values may be expected to lead to the situation where
the training of specialist and institutional authority be-
comes a universal phenomenon. This may justify the title
"new universal authority". One of its attributes in the ob-
literation of the distinction between expert and moral au-
thority, on the basis of given individuals accumulating a
set of moral values highly rated and approved by the commu-
nity.

Criteria for an authority typology

Empirical research enables a typology of the authority
taking shape in the contemporary Polish village. The comp-
lexity of the phenomenon and multiplicity of its content dic-
tates the need of applying several,sometimes criss-crossing,
criteria of typology.

Rural authority should thus be distinguished in respect
of the range of social acceptance: a) narrow group authority
(at times individual) and public 'peripheral" authority, b)
authority on a village scale of wide public acceptance. The
latter actually functions in the village community and in the
inhabitants' social consciousness and constitutes the motive
force of transformation of the traditional into the modern
village.

According to the professional criterion, may be distin-
guished the authority of farmers and that of representatives
of non-agricultural occupations (most often functionaries of
rural institutions aad organizations, sometimes teachers).
The latter category's professional work often meshes with
the social activity associated with their public function.
They are hence at the same time functionaries and pUblic
leaders.

In relation to its social source authority may be dis-
tinguished as based on: a) elements .of personality pat-
terns (character traits and attributes of thought), b) pro-
fessional values and public involvements.

Comparative research on the small town /11/ and big ci-
ty /12/ community points to the universality of values cons-
tituting the baais of public recognition (esteem). These are
general social moral norms which guarantee the coexistence
of and integrate the colilectivity.

While the representatives of non,agricultural occupa-
tions are to be found among the rural authorities, they are
predominantly farmers. Peasants who rose into positions of
authority on account of being good farmers mainly function
in villages of a high cultural level, closely linked with the
town market. They are in the main middle farmers. But size
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a the farm is only one source a their authority alongside
with the volume of agricultural output, equipment with means
of production and often production innovation. The average
age of these authorities is as a rule higher than or at least
equal to that of the average head of family.While their Gene-
ral education and readership of the agricultural and daily
press are above the average village level. This suggests a
deeper knowledge of social and political questions. Their
period of residence in the village is also rather long (the
majority since birth, others not less than several years),
which would indicate that being rooted in the village is an
important factor in shaping the stereotype of authority in
tile public awareness.

Farmers' authority stemming from professional values is
not a uniform category. One of the axes of polarization is
the extent of modernity of the farm and. its influence on the
authority's social position. The following may be distin-
guished according to these criteria: a) authorities whose
farms are rather traditional, although very good. and b) the
authority of owners of modern farms.The former are reluctant
to undertake the risk of new cultures or animal breeding
techniques and react more slowly to the incentives provided
by the government and. the market. They display a rather pas-
sive attitude to public or economic matters outside their own
farm or village. Whereas the esteemed owners of modern farnas
boldly introduce new cultures, maintain Many contacts with
economic, social and political institutions in the county,
are as a rule economic and public activists on a village
scale and often also function in the system of let or
county organizations.

Two polar subtypes may be distinguished in relation to
the farmer authority's attitude to matters of the rural com-
munity (extend of socialization of attitude): authorities
with individualistic and. those with social attitwies. The
first usually do not fulfill any public function and don't
display special. interest in the village's social questions.
They are nonparty and the chief motive of their acti-
vity is personal profit. Their goal is to possess a rich
medium-sized farm based on the labour of the peasant family.
These attitudes clearly reflect the interests of the peasant
as a petty commodity producer.The individualism of this part
of the peasant authority does not exclude a certain sociali-
zation. But is a socialization on an elementary level (main-
tenance of active relations with other village inhabitants
mainly in the areas of agricultural production and neighbour-
ly activity) without serious involvement in the social prob-
lems of the village.

The socialization of farmer authorities with attitudes
of involvement in social affairs is mainly expressed in in-
stitutionalized forms. They are most frequently active mem-
bers of the rural bodies of the Polish United Workers Party
or the United Peoples Party as well as of professional and
cooperative organizations,are members of local Peoples Coun-
cils, etc. This subtype a authority is not uniformly corre-
lated with the size of its representative's farm. True, the
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attitude of public engagement is mainly shown by the middle
farmer but it is also to be found among small and larger thar
middle farmers. Their interests in general village affairs
revolve around production, health, cultural and educational
questions.They carry many public functions and are connected
with county, branch, district and even central institutions.
Although convinced of the possibility of intensifying produc-
tion on the small farm, they are indifferent to the develop-
ment of cooperative forms and the deepening socialization
processes.

Another subtype of rural authority is the farmer "pa-
triarch", owner of a fairly large family type farm but em-
ploying hired labour. This type is represented by a linking
of universally acknowledged values with elements of an indi-
vidualistic attitude and of social involvement at the sarae
time. Such authorities are still to be found in P"meranian
and Poznan villages /13/. They often present valued -In the
form of personality patterns worthy of emulation and arts mod-
el farmers. Good husbandraen of a high intellectual level>
these are often initiators of economic undertakings on a vil-
lage scale Here is a classical example of an outgrowth of
the old social and cultural relations within the new social
reality.

Civic leadership is another source of authority in the
rural areas. This category of authority is based on public
leadership and is formed by farmers and. individuals from non-
-farming occupations whose public activity merges with their
professional work and those who carry on their civic activi-
ty alongside their professional work. The rank a tbis cate-
gory will undoubtedly grow in villages which are on the way
to socialism.It is a product of the village's historical de-
velopment and of its place in the macrostructure of socialist
society. It answers the social needs .of the village and cre-
ates favourably opportunities for the socialization of its
current and prospective requirements.Authority based on pub-
lic leadership corresponds to the principles of socialist i-
deology and its requirements of personal activity, a feeling
ot responsibility to society, affirmation of one's personali-
ty and realization of individual's socialization. It is at
the same time the answer of the socialist reality to the the-
ory of alienation advocated by certain humanist circles.

Authority by virtue of public leadership is closely
linked with the functioning of rural institutions and orgal-
nizations and various specialized associations. It is imple-
mented in great measure by fulfilling given functions in such
institutions. Research establishes that in socialist society
undergoing the process of accelerated industrialization and
intensive production there is a conspicuous rise in the role
of organized activity of purposeful associations in contrast
to the spontaneous activity of the individual/l11./.Thi8 means
that the social importance a the leader-activist depends
primarily on his institutionally fulfilled functions and sec-
ondarily on his personal traits. It may be asserted on the
basis of research on rural authority that this regularity is
expressed in the village in an extenuated form. The activity
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of rural civic leaders in various institutions is an import-
ant but not the only condition for exerting authority.An im-
portant additional condition is that the activists in insti-
tutions and organizations be respected in the rural communi-
ty for their character traits. Only the merger of both cre-
ates a socially favourable climate for authority.

Social research on the question of authority in the ru-
ral and other communities fulfills an important role in deep-
ening our knowledge of the components of social life and
their evolution in the epoch of stormy industrialization and
socialist construction in Poland. Both these factors deline-
ate the direction and tempo of economic, social, cultural a.nd
political change in the rural areas. The transition of the
village to the new period of historical development, imple-
mentation of the socialist state's agrarian policy and their
material results are in themselves important pronlems of
scientific cognition. Another part of social reality is the
rural inhabitants social consciousness and the values they
acknowledge. The values making for social esteem (authority)
in the village play a particularly important role. A syste-
matic analysis of the objective determinants of authority,
the nature of the values designating it and the role and
place of people in authority in village life- these are im-
portant links in enriching sociological theory of Po lich so-
ciety.

Deeper k:nowledge of the phenomenon of rural authority
is mainly indispensable for the reason that it plays such an
important rule in modernizing and increasing agricultural
production and. in moulding the consciousness, and partly al-
so the behaviour, of rural inhabitants. With the economic,
political-structural and cultural-civilizing changes under-
gone by the Polish village since the end of World War II came
a process of replacing the traditional authority and conser-
vative traits of the rural community and the shaping of a
modern authority.The new authorities are endowed with public
respect because of their set of values esteemed in the rural
areas: positive personal characteristics,profe.ssional stand-
ing and cooperativeness.

Being good farmers plays an important role in the au-
thorities influence on agriculture.This is confirmed by many
Polish rural sociologists. It is one of the chief criteria
a social esteem in the village.Being a good farmer consists
in applying modern agrotechnical methods (mechanization of
cultivation and animal breeding, melioration measures,use of
insecticides, and a insemination,specialization in cultiva-
tion and breeding) and in attaining high fields and income.

Good farming, which makes it possible to increase the
volume of marketable produce, helps to stabilize the state
market and to improve the material and cultural conditions
of the farmers themselvesat also inclines the rural author-
ities to undertake the role oi expert advisors to other farm-
ers and to rural professional and self-governing institutions
(the Agricultural Circles, approvisation and marketing coop-
eratives, unions of planters and animal breeders, etc.) as
well as cultural and educational institutions. The Rogozin



villagers thus sought advice among farmer-authorities (on
questions of supplying the village with artificial. fertili-
zers and chemical pesticides,contracting rootcrops and grain,
utilizing the Agricultural Circles' machinery service, on
taxes, etc.)because they often fulfilled social and economic
functions of importance to the village. Rogozino's leading
farmers, accepted as authorities, lectured at courses for
farmers organized by the General University. It could be ex-
pected then that the good farms of the farmer-authorities
would serve as a model for other farmers, although profes-
sional. emulation was not adequately reflected in the re-
search. Va Ale the authorities appeared in the role of neigh-
bourly advisors on professional. questions and for institu-
tions more frequently on genaral village affairs.

Besides agriculture, the modern rural authorities also
influence other spheres of rural social lifelto a greater or
lesser degree. The Rogozin research indicates that the up-
bringing and education of children and youth is a matter of
particular concern of the authorities. (The school director,
one of the local men of authority,occupied himself with these
matters professionally but with passion; nor were the other
publicly esteemed farmers indifferent). It is to the initia-
tive and activity of the lits local authority that Rogozin
owes the expansion of the local school,the build.ing a a new
teachers' home and library as well the permanent communica-
tion with Plock, a city of 100,000 inhabitants. The authori-
ties influence the cultural life of the village by personal
example. Ti ley are as a rule well educated, read many books
and periodicals (including professional) and have a wider
professional, political and social knowledge than the other
villagers. They look after the education of their children,
their terms are equipped with agricultural machinery and
their homes with central heating and sanitary Mollifies,
while some have telephones.This is not yet a universal stand-
ard under Polish rural conditions, even in well to do and
suburban villages.

Customs and religious affairs are outside the sphere of
interest or influence of the rural authorities. The research
does not indicate that the local people of authority played
any greater role than the other inhabitants in relation to
the trad.itional customs of the rural community: elders offi-
ciating at weddings,acting as godparents,matchmakers,etc.Fam-
ily life in Rogozin is individualized,to a great ertent,like
in urban. communities.Nor did the rural authorities display
any activity in the sphere of religious li.fe (for instance,
organizing material aid for the church, acting as religious
leaders of the community,participating in the work of church
institutions and organizations, such as the parish council).

Public institutions and organizations constitute the
most important snhere of influence of rural authorities. In
Rogozin most of them fulfilled some public function (head of
a hamlet, member of the hamlet Peoples Council or chairman
of its commissions, president of an Agricultural Circle as
well as different functions in the unions of sugar beet
planters, an(tnzal breeders or of raisers of fowl,ect.). icti-
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vity in public organizations and institutions opens up pos-
sibilities for their influencing various circles of rural in-
habitants: those associated in hamlet organizations (the A-
gri cultur al Circle, for instance), inhabitants of the neigh-
bouring villages' administrative center, the hamlet Peoples
Council and committees of political parties, extra-hamlet in-
stitutions (the peasant cooperative ^Self-Help" and savings
and loan cooperative) and often on a county scale. These ru-
ral institutions and organizations to a great degree decide
matters of importance of the village: farm investment, social
and cultural questions. They also mobilize the rural commu-
nity to undertake voluntary public projects which accelerate
the social,economic and cultural development of the village.

Authority in the village based on fulfillment of some
public function is generally associated uith peraonal invol-
vement and often with a passion for public service. As indi-
cated, rural authority exerts an influence over the communi-
ty by dint of example: of personality and character. Villag-
ers generally regard the following traits as criteria of au-
thority: honesty, dilligence, thrift, reliabilitylresponsibi-
lity, modesty and good relations with neighbours and the en-
tire village.

One very important expression of the influence of rural
authority on the village community and on agriculture is the
formulations of rational opinions, in accord with the inter-
ests of the village, and deamnds upon government representa-
tives. These opions are sometimes a kind of anticipation of
later goverment decisions on the direction of agricultural
production and mechanization, the farmers' vocational train-
ing,the development of services for the village and agricul-
ture, the rights and competence of local government, for in-
stance, etc.

The shaping of new premises for rural authority, based
chiefly on professional and cooperative values,has important
social consequences. It is a significant link in the process
of the rural inhabitants' awareness, in recasting social re-
lations on the countryside and rendering more dynamic its
material and cultural development.

Reference No tea

/1/ Wilrtor Bronikowski, Drogi postepu chlopa polskLego
(The Polish Peasant's Paths to Progress) , Warszawa 1934;
Jan Stanislaw Bystron, Kultura Ludowa (Folk Culture),
ed.2, Warszawa 1947; Jozef Chalasinski,Kode pokolenie
chlopow (The Young Peasant Generation), vol 1-4, War-
szawa 1938; Wladyslaw Grabski, System socjologii wsi
(A. System of Rural Sociology) in tioczniki Socjologii
Wsi, vol 1, Studies and Materials, Warszawa 1936; Jan



Turowskil Zmiany spoleczne wsi a miast. Na podstawie
socjografii wsi Nasutow w okresie 1800-1946 (Social
Changes in Country and Town. By the example of the so-
ciography of the village Basutow in 1800-1946), Lublin
1949.

/2/ Kazimierz Dobrowolski, Studia nad tyciem spolecznym
kultura (Studies on Social Life and Culture), Wroclaw
1966; Danuta Markowska, Rodzina w srodowisku wiejskin.
Studium vsi podkrakowskiej (The Family in the Rural
Community. A Case Study of Cracow Region Villages),
Cracow 1964.

/3/ Edward Ciupak, Kultura religijna wsi (Rural Religious
Culture) Warszawa 1961.

/4/ Dyzma Galaj, Aktywno66 spaeczno-gospodarcza ch/op6w.
Studium szczeg6lowe na przykladzie wsi Bochen powiatu
/owickiego (Peasants' Socio-Economic Activity. A Case
Study of Bochen Village, Lowic County), Warszawa 1961.

/5/ Jadwiga iarek, Z badan mad autorytetem w zawodzie rol-
aka (From Research on Authority in the Faimer's Voca-
tion), Rocznik Socjologii Isi,1964,vo1 I and the same:
Z badan nad autorytetem w zawodzie rolnika (From Re-
search on Authority in the Farmer's Vocation), Zagad-
nienia Oconomiki Rolnea, 1965, nr.4.

/6/ See Stefan Dziabala, Struktura autorytet6w wiejskich
(na przykladzie 7 wsi)(The Structure of Rural Authority
on the example of 7 villages), Wie6 Wsp6lczesna, 1962,
nr.10; Josef Koszek,Postawy spoleczno-polityczne ch/o-
pow. (Peasants' Socio-Political Attitudes), Studia So-
cjologiczno-Polityczne, 1964, nr.16; Zygmunt Zebrowski,
SpoIeczno-zawodowa aktywnoad chlopOw (Peasants' Social
and Professional Activity), Studia Socjologiczno-Poli-
tyczne, 1966, nr.19.

/7/ Daniel Markowski, Zagad.nieni zrOtnicowania spoleczne-
go. Studium wybranej wsi (The Problem of Social Diffe-
rentiation. A Study of Salt:tad Villages), Studia So-
cj o 1 ogi czne , 1967, nr .4 .

/8/ Rogozino is a medium sized village (about 70 families)
9 kra from Plock a large petrochemical producing centre.
Despite its suburban location and the fact that 45% of
its inhddtants maintain themselves by non-agricu.ltural
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